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This study examined whether two simultaneous pitches have separate memory representations or an integrated representation in
preattentive auditory memory. Mismatch negativity ¢elds were examined when a pitch change occurred in either the higher-pitched
or the lower-pitched tone at 25% probability each, thus making the
total deviation rate of the two-tone dyad 50%. Clear MMNm was
obtained for deviants in both tones con¢rming separate memory

traces for concurrent tones. At the same time, deviants to the
lower-pitched, but not higher-pitched, tone within the two-tone
dyad elicited a reduced MMNm compared to when each tone was
presented alone, indicating that the representations of two pitches
are not completely independent. NeuroReport 19:361^366
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Introduction
Auditory scene analysis involves two automatic complementary processes of segregating sounds into concurrent
objects (or streams) and integrating sounds into a single
object (or stream) [1] based on sound properties such as
frequency, pitch, timbre, and temporal synchrony. These
processes can be investigated with the mismatch negativity
(MMN) component in the evoked potential or its magnetoencephalographic (MEG) counterpart, the mismatch
negativity field (MMNm). MMNm is elicited mainly in
auditory cortices in response to occasional changes (deviants) in the auditory environment and reflects memory
traces that encode invariant aspects of the recent acoustic
past [2,3]. MMNm becomes larger with an increased size of
deviation and a decreased rate of deviant occurrence.
Memory traces can store different acoustic features concurrently. MMN was found in response to deviation in each of
five different acoustic features of a single repeating tone,
with each feature altered at a rate of 10%, despite the global
deviance rate of 50% [4]. Previous studies have also shown
that tone sequences containing tones with disparate pitch
levels are encoded into multiple memory traces, as indexed
by MMN responses [5,6]. For example, in alternating highand low-pitched tones (e.g. H-L-H-Ly), pitch deviations in
one pitch level (HFHFy) produce MMN regardless of
the number of deviants in the other pitch level (LFLFy)
[6], suggesting separate memory traces. MMN, however, is
reduced in the alternating two-tone case compared to the
case where only one pitch is presented, suggesting that
encoding of separate pitch levels is not completely
independent [6].
Perceptual stream segregation, the phenomenon of two
alternating tones being perceived as two separate streams,

depends on an interaction between stimulus-driven parameters (bottom-up process) and a listener’s intention (topdown process) [1]. That is, one can choose between listening
to an integrated stream or two segregated streams when the
presentation rate of the tones is slow and when the pitch
interval between the tones is not too close or too far apart.
The variety of MMN results reflects this ambiguity. MMN
was elicited without focused attention to the pitch changes
in alternating tones at a fast rate that promoted strong
segregation, while MMN was absent at a slower rate [5],
unless participants were instructed to attend one of the
streams [7]. MMN, however, was still generated even when
participants did not experience strong perceptual segregation in passive listening [6]. Focusing on an auditory
detection task in one stream suppressed the MMN
responses to changes in the other two streams, even though
they were clearly present in an unattended condition [8].
Thus, it appears that the memory trace system does not
reflect either bottom-up or top-down process exclusively.
Rather, it might function to optimize auditory analysis
needed for subsequent higher cognitive processes which
extract the ‘meaning’ of sounds such as speech and music.
In the real-world, understanding music requires segregation of simultaneous sounds as well as alternating tones. To
date, it has not been investigated whether two simultaneous
tones of different pitch are encoded separately in auditory
memory. MMNm has been shown in response to a single
pitch change within a musical chord of several pure tones
[9,10], but it remains open as to whether the MMNm was
elicited by a change in separate representations for each
concurrent tone, or in their unified representation, or a
combination of the two. To address this question in the
present study, we make use of the fact that MMNm
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decreases with increased probability of a deviant and set up
a situation where the rate of pitch change in individual
tones is 25%, but the global rate across simultaneous unified
tones is 50%. If each tone has a separate memory
representation, MMNm would be expected, as the deviance
rate would be 25% for each tone; if there is only a unified
representation, a small, or no MMNm would be expected, as
the deviance rate would be 50%. Our previous study
partially addressed this issue [11] by using two five-note
melodies presented synchronously (e.g., five different
combinations of two pitches presented in a row), with 25%
deviants in each melody for a global rate of 50%. A
significant MMNm was obtained for deviants in each
melody, confirming separate encoding of each melody,
although MMNm was larger for changes in the higherpitched than in the lower-pitched melody in both musicians
and nonmusicians. This was consistent with behavioural
data showing the perceptual dominance of the highest
melody in multivoiced music [12,13]. It was, however, not
clear whether two melodies are required for separate traces,
or whether each tone of a single simultaneous tone pair also
would be encoded separately. Thus, in the present study, we
tested whether two separate pitch representations exist
when two notes are simultaneously presented, and whether
the higher-pitched tone has a more robust representation
than the lower-pitched tone as it does in a melodic context.
We used a fully crossed design to compare two-tone with
single-tone conditions, matching pitch level (high, low)
and deviant rate (two-deviant, one-deviant) as described in
Fig. 1. In the two-tone two-deviant condition, two repeating
pitches were presented simultaneously as a two-tone dyad
(Fig. 1a). For one deviant, the high-pitched tone was raised 2
semitones; for the other deviant the low-pitched tone was
lowered 2 semitones. Despite the 50% global deviation rate,
each tone had a deviance rate of 25%. Thus, separate tone
encoding would result in MMNm to both deviants. Each
repeating tone of this original stimulus was presented alone
(Fig. 1c), thereby having a local and global deviance rate of
25% to test the extent to which simultaneous tones are
encoded separately. Thus, MMNm in these ‘alone’ conditions were compared to those when both tones were
presented simultaneously. In order to confirm that MMNm
is weak with an overall deviance rate of 50% in a single
standard tone, the upward and downward pitch changes

(a)

(c)
High pitch deviant (25%)

were applied in a single stream (Fig. 1b). Finally, these two
deviants were applied separately to ensure that MMNm
was obtained with global deviance rates of 25% (Fig. 1d).
From these comparisons, we examined the extent to
which individual representations exist for simultaneously
presented tones of different pitch.

Methods
Eleven right-handed adults (7 women, 24–37 years of age,
mean 29.7) with normal hearing (250–8000 Hz) and without
history of neurological and psychological disorders participated after giving informed consent. None had postsecondary musical education. The Research Ethics Board
at Baycrest Centre approved the study.
The four conditions are outlined in Fig. 1 as described in
the Introduction. Tones were 300 ms computer-synthesized
piano tones (Creative SB), presented with stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA) of 750 ms. Each sequence was 5.6 min,
containing 450 stimuli in pseudorandom order, avoiding
identical deviants in a row. Standard tones in the two-tone
conditions had fundamental frequencies of 466.2 Hz (B-flat4, international standard notation) and 196.0 Hz (G3), which
are 15 semitones apart and form a minor third interval with
an additional octave. The two-semitone deviations result in
17 semitone intervals, which comprise a perfect fourth
interval with an octave. Note that since we used Equaltemperament tuning (12 semitones¼1 octave), even the 17semitone interval was not perfectly consonant. A minor
third interval is widely used in current Western tonal music,
and considered to be reasonably consonant even though
it is less consonant than an octave or perfect fourth. The
standard pitch in the one-tone conditions was 293.7 Hz (D4),
midway between the standards in the two-tone conditions.
Intensity was set 60 dB above the thresholds for each ear for
the D4 note. The order of conditions was counterbalanced
across participants.
Neuromagnetic fields were recorded with a 151-channel
whole-cortex magnetometer (OMEGA, VSM MedTech,
Coquitlam, Canada) in a quiet magnetically shielded room,
after 100 Hz lowpass filtering at a sampling rate of 312.5 Hz.
The participants were seated in an upright position
and instructed to stay awake but to pay no specific
attention to the stimuli while watching a subtitled movie.

High-only
High pitch deviant (25%)

Low-only

Two-tone
Low pitch deviant (25%)
(b)

Low pitch deviant (25%)
(d)

One-tone
Two-deviant

One-deviant

Fig.1 Stimulus sequences illustrated in musical notation. (a) Two-tone two-deviant condition.The standard stimulus was a pair of two notes, B-£at 4 and
G3 (fundamental frequency of 466.2 and196.0 Hz). In one deviant, the pitch of the higher note was raised by two semitones (C5, indicated by the upward
arrow), while in the other the pitch of the lower tone was lowered by two semitones (F3, indicated by the downward arrow) indicated by arrows.
(b) One-tone two-deviant condition. A single note, D4 (293.7 Hz) was used. As in the two-tone case, the deviants went up (E4) or down (C4) by two
semitones. (c) Two-tone one-deviant conditions. The high-only and low-only sequences were derived by separating the tones in the two-deviant case.
(d) One-tone one-deviant condition.Two sequences were derived by including either only the high deviant or only the low deviant from the one-tone case.
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Their compliance was verified by video monitoring. The
MEG data were segmented into 750-ms epochs including a
150-ms prestimulus interval. Trials contaminated with eyeblink or movement artifacts were rejected from averaging
based on a 1.5 pT threshold criteria, resulting in 93.6%
accepted trials. Averaged data across conditions in individual participants were used to estimate equivalent current
dipoles (ECD) in the left and right auditory cortices using
the whole evoked response. A dipole was accepted based on
the criteria of goodness-of-fit more than 85% and being
located in auditory area overlaid to individual structural
magnetic resonance images (MRI) of the brain, acquired
with a 1.5 T scanner (Signa, General Electric Medical
Systems, Waukesha, WI). On the basis of these dipoles, the
signal space projection method (SSP) [14] extracted standard, deviant, and difference waveforms (deviant minus
standard) for the auditory cortical sources for each condition. Offset correction based on the prestimulus interval and
30-Hz low-pass filtering was applied. The 99% confidence
intervals for the grand-averaged evoked responses were
estimated from nonparametric bootstrap resampling [15]
and served as indices for the noise level. The same
technique was used to examine significant differences
between conditions.
Individual MMNm peak latency was identified in the 90
to 200 ms interval. MMNm amplitudes were defined as the
mean across a 40 ms interval around the peak latency of the
grand-average waveform for each condition. The amplitude
and latency in the two-deviant cases were assessed by a
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with three
factors: Number-of-tones (one, two), Deviance-type (high,
low), and Hemisphere (left, right). For comparison between
the two-deviant and the one-deviant conditions, three-way
ANOVAs with the factors Number-of-deviants (one, two),
Deviance-type (high, low), and Hemisphere (left, right)
were performed separately for the two-tone and the onetone conditions. Post-hoc comparisons used Fisher’s PLSD
test at 5% level of significance.

Results
MMNm is larger and later when two deviants are spread
across two simultaneous tones than when they are both in
a single tone
MMNm was larger and later for two-tone (Fig. 1a)
compared to one-tone (Fig. 1b) conditions as illustrated in
Fig. 2, even though in both cases there were two deviants,
each presented on 25% of trials, for an overall deviance rate
of 50%. This provides evidence that separate memory traces
exist for the two simultaneous tones. The ANOVA for
MMNm amplitude revealed a main effect of Number-oftones [F(1,10)¼5.42, Po0.04] because of the larger response
in the two-tone case (6.57 nAm) than in the one-tone case
(3.74 nAm). No other main effects or interactions were
significant. The peak latency [F(1,10)¼7.9, P¼0.018] was
longer in the two-tone case (132 ms) than in the one-tone
case (115 ms). Hemisphere was significant [F(1,10)¼10.2,
P¼0.009] due to a shorter latency in the left (114 ms) than
in the right (132 ms). The interaction of Number-of-tones 
Deviance-type  Hemisphere [F(1,10)¼9.8, P¼0.011] was
explained by the absence of a hemispheric difference only
for the low deviant in the one-tone case.

MMNm is similar to a deviant in a single tone and the
higher of two simultaneous notes, but MMNm is reduced
in the lower of two simultaneous tones
Figure 3a shows MMNm in the two-tone condition with
25% deviants in each pitch (Fig. 1a) overlaid with MMNm in
the single-tone condition (Fig. 1c). The responses to deviants
in the higher-pitched tones were almost identical regardless
of the presence or absence of the lower-pitched tones, while
the responses to the deviants in the lower-pitched tones
were larger and earlier, especially in the left hemisphere
when the higher tone was absent compared to when it was
present. This illustrates that the memory trace for the lower
tone is affected by the presence of the higher tone, but
not vice versa. For latency, Hemisphere was significant

Difference waveforms (two-deviant conditions)
Left hemisphere

Right hemisphere
Two-tone
One-tone

High deviant

10 nAm
Low deviant

P < 0.01 (Two-tone vs. one-tone)
0

100

200
Time (ms)

300

400

0

100

200
Time (ms)

300

400

Fig. 2 Grand averaged di¡erence waveforms in left and right hemispheres for the two-deviant conditions, plotted separately for the high- and the
low-pitched deviants, with two-tone (Fig. 1a) and one-tone (Fig. 1b) conditions overlaid. The horizontal lines above and below zero show the upper and
lower limits of 99% con¢dence interval for in the two-tone condition (thin line) and one-tone condition (thin dotted line) as indices of noise level at the
whole time interval, thus showing that the waveform exceeding these lines are signi¢cantly di¡erent from zero.The horizontal bar below each di¡erence
waveform indicates time points where the di¡erence between two-tone and one-tone conditions was signi¢cant based on 99% con¢dence limits.
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Fig. 3 (a) Grand averaged di¡erence waveforms for the two-tone two-deviant condition, plotted separately for the high and low deviants (thick lines),
and the corresponding separate tone one-deviant conditions (dotted lines). The horizontal lines above and below zero show the upper and lower limits
of 99% con¢dence interval for in the two-deviant condition (thin line) and one-deviant condition (thin dotted line) as indices of noise level. (b) Grand
averaged di¡erence waveforms for the one-tone two-deviant condition, plotted separately for the high and low deviants, and the corresponding onedeviant conditions.The black horizontal bar below each trace indicates time intervals of signi¢cant di¡erence between the two responses based on 99%
con¢dence limits.

[F(1,10)¼18.3, P¼0.002], with peaks 13 ms earlier in the left
than in the right. The interaction of Number-ofdeviants  Hemisphere [F(1,10)¼5.64, Po0.039] was caused
by shorter latencies in the left hemisphere only in the twodeviant case (Po0.01), as described in the previous section
with the effect expressed to a greater degree for low than for
high deviants. The latter contributed also to the interaction of Number-of-deviants  Deviance-type  Hemisphere
[F(1,10)¼5.26, Po0.045], which arose because the hemispheric difference was not present in the one-deviant case.

Within a single tone, MMNm is larger for a single deviant
(25% probability) than for two deviants
Figure 3b shows MMNm in one-tone conditions, demonstrating smaller responses in two-deviant (Fig. 1b) than in
the corresponding one-deviant conditions (Fig. 1d) around
120–150 ms, as predicted by the global 50 and 25% deviance
rates in the two conditions, respectively. This was confirmed
by the ANOVA, revealing a main effect of Number-ofdeviants [F(1,10)¼6.58, P¼0.028] with a larger MMNm for
the one-deviant (9.71 nAm) than for the two-deviant

conditions (3.74 nAm). No other main effects or interactions
were found. For latency, there was a tendency for an effect of
Number-of-Deviants (P¼0.062) with earlier peak (115 ms)
for the two-deviant condition than for the one-deviant
condition (126 ms).

Discussion
When two pitch changes (25% probability of each change)
are spread across two repeating simultaneously presented
tones, MMNm is larger and later compared to when the two
pitch changes are contained in a single repeating tone,
despite the same global deviation rate of 50% (Fig. 2). This
indicates separate memory traces for each of the two
simultaneous pitches at the level of auditory cortex.
Previously, the memory trace system has been shown to
encode sequential high and low tones separately [5,6], and to
extract the interval between two simultaneous pitches
regardless of the absolute pitch level [16]. Thus, our data
extend these findings by showing that separate pitch
representations exist for each tone of a simultaneous dyad,
and that these representations likely coexist with an
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integrative process. Our stimuli used an interval between
the tones that was wider than that used by Paavilainen et al.
[16]. An interesting question for future research, therefore, is
how interval size affects separate and integrated representations.
A significant reduction in MMNm magnitude for the 50%
compared to the 25% global deviation rate was found in the
case of a single tone (Fig. 3b), but not in the case of two
simultaneous tones (Fig. 3a). This strengthens the support
for separate memory traces for each tone in the two-tone
stimulus. For a single tone, it has been repeatedly shown
that a decreased number of standard stimuli before a
deviant results in a decreased amplitude of MMN in both
frontal and temporal MMN components [17,18]. Our data
replicated these reports for the component of MMNm
originating from auditory cortex (temporal component).
The presence of a concurrent tone attenuated MMNm to
deviants to the lower-pitched tone but not to deviants to the
higher-pitched tone (Fig. 3a), indicating that the encoding of
the lower-pitched tone is less robust when presented with a
higher pitch, as we found previously in a two-melody
context [11]. As we recorded brain response but not
behavioural measures, we do not know whether the two
tones were perceived differently. It has, however, been
shown behaviourally that the degree of perceptual distinctiveness of simultaneous tones depends on a number of
factors including consonance, relative pitch height, and
musical experience [19,20]. We used piano-timbre tones,
each of which elicits a clear pitch perception without
separate perception of the harmonics. Furthermore, we
used a widely separated interval (15 semitones) between the
tones, which was not perfectly consonant. These factors
likely contributed to separation of the two pitch representations in memory, and the individuality of the tones in
perception.
The difference in encoding strength between the high and
low tones reported here is unlikely to be the result of
peripheral encoding. Asymmetric shape of the tuning
curves of the auditory nerve around a centre frequency
predicts a lower-pitch dominance, because low frequencies
produce greater masking on high frequencies than vice
versa [21]. This is actually reflected in our results showing
that in the single-tone case MMNm was greater for
downward than for upward pitch changes. Thus, the
finding that MMNm to deviants in the lower tone, but not
to deviants to the higher tone, was reduced in magnitude by
the presence of the concurrent tone suggests that the lowerpitched of two concurrent tones is not encoded entirely
independently from the higher-pitch tone. This also suggests a possible interaction between memory traces for
simultaneous tones, consistent with previous literature
showing similar reduction of MMN in multiple streams
compared to a single stream alone [6]. Moreover, deviants in
single-tone sequences involving different sound features
produce smaller MMN than predicted from the summation
of responses to each deviant presented alone [22].
Throughout the results, MMNm tended to be earlier in
the left than in the right hemisphere. This is in contrast to
the data of Tervaniemi et al. [10], who reported larger
MMNm responses on the right to a change in one frequency
of a chord consisting of four pure tones, without any
difference in MMNm latency. It is possible that their study
elicited processing related to a change in timbre, whereas
the present study elicited processing related to individual

tone tracking. For example, MMN to duration change in
tones, which requires such a tracking process, was attenuated in patients with left-hemisphere damage [23] but not
with right [24]. There is, however, no prior evidence of
stream segregation causing left-lateralized response in
MMN [5] or obligatory auditory evoked magnetic fields
[25]. The full interpretation of the lateralization results must
thus await further study.
Conclusion
We demonstrate that at the level of preconscious memory
traces in the auditory cortex, two concurrent pitches (which
are not perfectly consonant) are encoded separately to a
large extent, but that the lower tone is encoded less robustly
when in the presence of the higher tone. These results
indicate that the two separate memory traces are not entirely
independent, and that the emergence of a unified entity in
the form of an interval is likely occurring by this stage of
processing.
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